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An integral domain D is called a Krull ring if D = Ha Va where { Va}

is a set of rank one discrete valuation rings with the property that for

each nonzero x in D, xVa= Va for all but a finite number of the Va.

If D is a Krull ring and {?„) is the set of primes of height one (mini-

mal primes) of D, then each localization Dpa is a rank one discrete

valuation ring and D = CiaDpa is an irredundant representation of D.

The set {7?pa} is called the set of essential valuation rings for D. We

use the notation E(D) to denote the set of essential valuation rings

of a Krull ring D. Important examples of Krull rings are noetherian

integrally closed domains and unique factorization domains. The

one dimensional Krull rings are precisely the Dedekind domains.

Hence one dimensional Krull rings are noetherian. An example of a

three dimensional nonnoetherian Krull ring is provided by Nagata's

example [6, p. 207] of a three dimensional noetherian domain whose

derived normal ring is not noetherian ; for it is known that the derived

normal ring of a noetherian domain is Krull [6, p. 118]. Our purpose

here is to show that a rather extensive class of two dimensional Krull

rings are noetherian.1 If R is an integral domain with quotient field

K we call a domain D such that RÇZDÇ1K an overring of R. We show

that if R is a two dimensional noetherian domain, then each Krull

overring of R is noetherian. Since the derived normal ring of a two

dimensional noetherian domain is again noetherian [6, p. 120], our

problem is reduced to showing that a Krull overring of a two dimen-

sional noetherian Krull ring is noetherian. Important arguments

used in the proof were obtained from [8].

Lemma 1. Let Rbe a noetherian domain and let P be a prime ideal of

R having depth ^ 1. Suppose that D is an overring of R having a prime

ideal Q such QC\R = P. If DC.RP, then D/Q is noetherian.

Proof. We have R/P canonically imbedded in D/Q and the fact

that DQRp implies that D/Q is contained in the quotient field of

R/P. Since R/P is a noetherian domain of dimension ^1, it follows

by the Krull-Akizuki Theorem that D/Q is also noetherian [3].

Corollary 2. Let Rbe a two dimensional noetherian domain and let
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1 That not every two dimensional Krull ring is noetherian is shown by an example in

[41.
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P be a prime ideal of R of height one such that Rp is integrally closed. If

D is an overring of R and Q is a prime ideal of D such that QC\R = P,

then D/Q is noetherian.

Proof. We have RpQDQ; and RP integrally closed implies that RP

is a discrete rank one valuation ring, so that Rp = Dq. Thus DÇ.RP

and the corollary follows from Lemma 1.

We recall that if J is a commutative ring and X is an indeterminate

over /, then J(X) denotes the ring of quotients J[X]s where S is the

multiplicative system of J[X] consisting of all polynomials/in J[X]

such that the coefficients of/ generate the unit ideal of / [6, p. 18].

We will have occasion to use the following known facts about J(X).

(i) If J is noetherian, then J(X) is noetherian and dim /

= dim J(X).
(ii) If J is Krull, then J(X) is Krull; and if K is the quotient field

of /, then the set of essential valuation rings of J(X) is precisely the

set of essential valuation rings for isr[JÏ"] that contain J(X) together

with the canonical extensions to K(X) of the essential valuation rings

for/.

(iii) If J is Krull and Q is an ideal of J contained in no height one

prime of /, then QJ(X) contains a nonzero principal prime of J(X).

In fact, if a, bEQ are chosen so that (a, b) is contained in no height

one prime of /, then aX-\-b is prime in J(X). Note that (aX+b) is

the center on J(X) of an essential valuation ring of iffX], K the

quotient field of /.

(iv) J(X) is faithfully flat over /. Thus each ideal of J extends and

contracts to itself with respect to J(X) [2, p. 50] ; and if an ideal Q of

J is such that QJ(X) is finitely generated, then Q is also finitely

generated.

Theorem 3. Let R be a two dimensional noetherian integrally closed

domain and let D be a Krull overring of R. If Q is an ideal of D con-

tained in no height one prime of D, then Q is finitely generated.

Proof. Let K be the quotient field of R and let X be an indetermi-

nate over K. We have R(X)QD(X) and by (iii) there exists a princi-

pal prime of D(X), say Pi, such that PiQQD(X) and such that

K[X]QD(X)Pl. Let P=PiC\R(X). Since D(X)Pl is an essential

valuation ring for if [-X-], we see from (ii) that R(X)p=D(X)p1 and

P is a height one prime of R(X). By Corollary 2, D(X)/Pi is noethe-

rian. Since Pi is finitely generated, we see that QD(X) and hence Q

is finitely generated.
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Lemma 4.2 Let J be a Krull ring and let V be an essential valuation

ring for J whose center N on J is a maximal ideal. Let J' be the Krull

overring of J having E(J) — { V} as its set of essential valuation rings.

If P' is a finitely generated prime ideal of J' then PT\J = P is also

finitely generated. If J' is noetherian it follows that J is noetherian.

Proof. We note that J' is the A-transform of J as defined by

Nagata in [7, p. 58]. Also NJ'C\J properly contains N so that

NJ' = J'. Hence there is a one to one correspondence between the

prime ideals of J' and the prime ideals of J excluding N where a prime

ideal P' of J' is associated with PT\J = P and J'v>=Jp [7, p. 58] or

[8, p. 198]. We choose {x1f •••,*»} =XQN so that XJ' = J'. We

may also assume that XJN = NJN. Then XJ = N for if P is a maximal

ideal of J distinct from N we have XJp = NJp = Jp. Thus N is

finitely generated.3 If P' is a finitely generated prime of J' with P

= PT\J we choose {yu ■ ■ ■ , ym} = Y in J' so that YJ' = P'. There

exists an integer t such that YN'C.J. Hence YJ-N' = B is a finitely

generated ideal of J such that BJ' =P'. By enlarging B if necessary

we may assume that BQN. Thus BJN = PJN = JN. If M is a maximal

ideal of J distinct from N and M' is the unique maximal ideal of J'

with MT\J=M, then BJ'u.=P'JM'=PJm- It follows that B = P
[lO, p. 94]. Thus P' finitely generated implies that P is finitely gen-

erated. Since N is the only prime of J that is not the contraction of a

prime of J' we see that J' noetherian implies that J is noetherian.

Theorem 5. Let R be a two dimensional noetherian integrally closed

domain and let D be a Krull overring of R. If Pi is a prime ideal of D

such that PiC\R = P is of height one, then Pi has a finite basis.

Proof. We note that the finiteness condition in the definition of a

Krull ring insures that only finitely many VEE(D) can be such that

the center of V on R contains P. If V has center M on R where M is

a prime of height two, then by the i?-dimension of F we will mean the

transcendence degree over R/M of the residue field of V. (Here we

are using the canonical embedding of R/M in the residue field of V.)

Since R is two dimensional and noetherian each such F has ^-dimen-

sion either zero or one [l, p. 328]. Moreover, if V has i?-dimension

2 This lemma also appears in [5] where it is shown that a certain class of two di-

mensional normal affine rings have the property that each Krull overring is noetherian.

3 We have in fact shown that a height one prime of a Krull ring which is also

maximal is invertible, for N is finitely generated and localized at any maximal ideal

N is principal.
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zero, then F is necessarily centered on a maximal ¡deal of any domain

between R and 7 Let {Vi} be the subset of E(D) consisting of all

VEE(D) such that the center of 7on R properly contains P and such

that the /¿-dimension of 7 is zero. Let D' be the Krull overring of D

having E(D) — {Vi} as its set of essential valuation rings. We note

that Rp = DPl is in the set E(D') and Lemma 4 implies that if the

center of Rp on D' is finitely generated then Pi the center of RP on D

is also finitely generated. Let \Wi} be the subset of E(D') consisting

of all WEE(D') such that the center of W on R properly contains P.

We note that {Wi} is a finite set and that each Wt has /¿-dimension

one. Let 7\ be the maximal ideal of Wi. Since Wi is a quotient ring of

D' we see that D'/TiC\D' has quotient field Wi/Ti. We choose a,- in

D' such that the residue of ai in Wi/Ti is transcendental over i?/7\-

C\R. Then Wi is not centered on a maximal ideal of R[a{] so that Wi

is necessarily an essential valuation ring for R', the integral closure

of R[au ■•■,«,], Since i?' is the derived normal ring of a noetherian

domain of dimension ^2, R' is noetherian. Let P' denote the center

of Rp on R' and let P{ denote the center of Rp on D'. We have

P{r\R'=P' and P' is not contained in the center of any VEE(D')

distinct from Rp. It remains to prove that P{ is finitely generated.

We use an argument from [8, p. 204]. Let Q = P'D':P{

= {dED':dP{ CIP'D'}. We note that Q is contained in no height

one prime of D'. Since P'Ç.Q it is clear that Q is contained in no

height one prime of D' distinct from P(. Because R' is a Krull ring

there exists xE(P')~l — R'- Since PIC\R' = P' we can modify x if

necessary so that x£(Pi')_1 and x£(P')_1 — R'. Let yEP' be such

that yxER'—P'- Then yxP{ QP'D' so that yxEQ and Q is not con-

tained in PI. Theorem 3 now implies that Q is finitely generated.

Hence Q/PÍQ is a finite D'/Pl -module. By Corollary 2, D'/P( is
noetherian so that Qi\Pl /P{ Q is also a finite D'/Pi -module. Since

P'D' has a finite basis and QP{ QP'D' we see that Q(~\Pl is finitely

generated. By Theorem 3, each ideal containing Q is finitely generated

so that D'/Q is noetherian. Moreover, D'/Q and D'/Pl being

noetherian implies that D'/Qr\Pí is noetherian [6, p. 11]. Thus

Pl/QC\P{ is finitely generated. Since Q(~\P{ has a finite basis we

see that P( does also. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.

Corollary 6. Let Rbe a two dimensional noetherian integrally closed

domain. If D is a Krull overring of R such that E(D)C.E(R), then D is

noetherian.

Proof. Since E(D)QE(R) each prime of height one of D contracts
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to a height one prime of R. Hence by Theorem 5, the primes of height

one of D are finitely generated. Theorem 3 implies that every prime

of D oí height > 1 is finitely generated so D is noetherian.

Corollary 7.4 If Ris a two dimensional noetherian integrally closed

domain and A is an ideal of R, then the A-transform T of R is again

noetherian.

Proof. It is shown in [8, p. 198] that T is a Krull overring of R

and that E(T)ÇE(R).

Lemma 8. Let Rbe a two dimensional normal local ring with maximal

ideal M. If D is a Krull overring of R, then D is noetherian.

Proof. We note that E(D)—E(R) is the finite set consisting pre-

cisely of the VEE(D) having center M on R. Let D' be the Krull

overring of D such that E(D')QEiD) and E(D)-EiD') is precisely

the VEE(D)—EiR) that have i?-dimension zero. Since each such V

is centered on a maximal ideal of D, Lemma 4 implies that D is

noetherian if D' is noetherian. As in the proof of Theorem 5 we see

easily the existence of a finite extension of R whose derived normal

ring R' is such that E(D')QE(R'). Hence by Corollary 6, D' is

noetherian.

Theorem 9. If D is a Krull overring of a two dimensional noetherian

domain R, then D is noetherian.

Proof. Since the derived normal ring of R is noetherian and con-

tained in D we may assume that R is integrally closed. Let Pi be a

prime ideal of D and letP = Pii~\R. HP has height one, then Theorem

5 implies that Pi is finitely generated. If P has height two and 5

= R — P, then RsQDs so by Lemma 8, Ds is noetherian. Let Xi be

a finite subset of Pi such that X1Ds=PiDs and let X2 be a finite set

of generators for P. We see that X =X¿JX2 generates Pi. For if M

is a maximal ideal of D and MCsR^P, then PiDM = DM=XDM. If

M(~\R = P, then DSQDM so that XDM=PiDM. Thus each prime of
D has a finite basis and D is noetherian.
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